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* If you wish to receive this quarterly report on a regular basis, please contact us via email at 
admin@agrifex.com with the subject "Subscription". 
  

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer: 

The following material is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as a recommendation or an offer to buy or sell any asset, 
product or service to which this information may relate. Agrifex has not audited the information presented and does not guarantee its accuracy. 
Agrifex prepares this report from public information found in newspapers, newsletters, Internet websites, agricultural documents, others and 
therefore does not validate its veracity.  

In Agrifex we provide financial advisory services 
with an exclusive focus on Agro. 
 
We focus on two main axes: Corporate Finance and 
Capital Markets; on which we comprehensively 
address the Investment and Financing dimensions. 
 
With a boutique profile, we provide tailor-made 
solutions for each of our clients. Among them, we 
have worked for investment funds, family offices, 
individual investors and agricultural companies. 
 
M&A services are enriched by a representation 
agreement in South America from Verdant Partners 
LLC. 

Felipe Lanusse 
felipe@agrifex.com 

Luis Casanova 
luis@agrifex.com 
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The AGRIFEX Q4-2020 REPORT summarizes the main investments, sales, mergers and 
acquisitions of the Agricultural sector in Argentina during the fourth quarter of 2020. The 
circulation is carried out quarterly to develop relevant information. The document consists of 
three sections: 

 

Investments: In addition to the capital disbursements presented, it may include 
financing announcements through bank loans. 
 

Capital Market: It exposes the sector's issues in stock market financing instruments 
 
Sales, Mergers and Acquisitions: Along with local transactions, it presents some of 
the main transactions in the global sphere. 
 
 

INVESTMENTS 

 Ledesma announced that by 2021 will invest US$ 10 MM exclusively for the production 
of renewable energy. The Jujuy Province firm, dedicated to the sugar production, will 
use half of the energy produced to supply its multiple production processes dedicated 
to the milling of sugar, as well as the production of alcohol. 
 

 The Instituto Nacional de Yerba Mate invested more than AR$ 100 MM to promote the 
production of small and medium producers, dryers and industries in the country's yerba 
mate sector. The money was used to purchase machinery and equipment necessary for 
the production of this herb. 
 

 Syngenta announced an investment plan until 2022 in which they will disburse US$ 35 
MM. The funds will be used to improve production processes and continue to reduce 
the imports necessary to carry out their production. In addition, the seeds and 
agrochemicals firm reported that it will begin to export grains with a Chinese firm. 
 

 Rizobacter, the agricultural microbiology firm, invested US$ 4 MM to update the 
infrastructure, carry out maintenance works, and replace the vehicle fleet inside the 
Country. The company also reported the start-up of two laboratories to further develop 
research and maintain global competitiveness. 
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 Terragene announced an investment of US$ 4.5 MM for its firm located in Santa Fe, 

called Protergium. In this way, the agricultural input producer company will continue to 
develop its specialization in smart biomolecules to favor the production of extensive 
crops. 
 

 Forbio invested US$ 2 MM to formulate a specific biological inoculant for Cannabis 
cultivation, in its industry located in Roldán, Province of Santa Fe. The regulation of Law 
27,350 facilitates scientific research aimed at therapeutic uses of this cultivar that it is 
developing within the country. 

 
 An investment of AR$ 25 MM was announced from the province of Tierra del Fuego 

Government so that in 2021 a bovine and ovine reproduction and genetics laboratory 
will be opened. It is estimated that around 1000 embryos and 5000 doses of semen will 
be produced per year. This province is free of foot and mouth disease without 
vaccination, therefore the development of livestock production in the region is 
accompanied by the opening of new international markets. 

 
 The Consorcio de Exportadores de Carnes Argentinas announced investments of AR$ 

187 MM to seek to increase foreign sales of frozen beef. The Frigorifico Rioplatense 
located in the Tigre district announced that with the investment it will expand the 
facilities to five times the daily production capacity and double the annual exports. 
 

 With an initial investment of US$ 7 MM, Bioceres will install a construction panel factory 
in 2021 that will use wheat stubble as raw material. Ceilings and walls will be built with 
residues from the harvest of this cereal. 
 

 Keclon, a biotechnological company founded by researchers of the Conicet, began the 
construction and assembly of its industrial plant located in San Lorenzo, Santa Fe. The 
initial investment was of US$ 7 MM. The funds were used to develop the facilities to 
produce and export edible oils, food and biodiesel among other products. 
 

 Alfredo Coto announced an investment of US$ 20 MM in the expansion of his ex-Fricop 
cold storage plant in the city of Rosario, the main objective of the investment is to boost 
its exports of beef, especially to Europe and China. 
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 Seeds Energy, after an investment of US$ 12 MM, presented its second biogas plant in 

Venado Tuerto, Santa Fe. The plant will transform the industry's seed waste into 
electrical energy. They estimate that more than 5% of the city's network consumption 
will be covered. In addition, the plant will generate around 40,000 tons of high quality 
bio fertilizers. 
 

 The Grupo Bahía Energia was granted a bank loan of AR$ 400 MM to finance the working 
capital needs of its subsidiaries dedicated to the biodiesel business. The loan was granted 
by Banco Macro. 
 

 In the San Juan Province was announced that loans of up to AR$ 3 MM will be granted 
for the placement of solar panels to small producers to obtain electricity in an 
environmentally friendly way. The loans will have a term of 6 months with 6 months of 
grace and a TNA of 9.9%. 
 

 Gulf, the fuel brand, with an investment of US$ 3 MM, got fully into the agricultural 
business in Argentina. The money was used to develop lubricants, oils and specific fluids 
for the use of agricultural machinery. 
 

 Valle de la Puerta will invest AR$ 60 MM for the manufacture of pellets for heating or 
industry with olive groves residues. This producer of premium oils and wines is based in 
Vichigasta, in the Province of La Rioja. 
 

 IDB Lab, through its financing line for Kilimo, will improve the capacity of small and 
medium-sized farmers in Latin America and in the Caribbean to access an innovative 
solution in the use of water. 
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CAPITAL MARKET 

Investment funds 

 Pellegrini, a company of the Grupo Banco Nación, launched the Common Investment 
Fund “Pellegrini Agro”. This is a new option to invest in financial assets that follow the 
evolution of the price of soybeans, with a portfolio of hedging instruments (futures and 
options) of soybeans and dollars. Although the currency of the FCI is Argentine Pesos, 
the portfolio copies the price of soybeans, therefore its valuation is dollar linked. 
 

Corporate Bonds 

 Terragene, successfully issued its Class 1 Corporate Bond in Argentine pesos. The 
amount is AR$ 100 MM and the issuance was under the Guaranteed SME regime. The 
rate is Margin + BADLAR and the initial annual nominal rate of 33.31%. The term is 24 
months. 
 

 Cresud issued its Corporate Bond Class XXXI and Class XXXII. Both were in US$ with a 
fixed rate of 9%. The nominal amount was US$ 1.3 MM and US$ 34 MM with a term of 
37 and 24 months respectively. 

 
 ALZ Semillas with its Corporate Bond Series VI in AR$ obtained 150 MM. With a Margin 

+ BADLAR rate, the Annual Nominal Rate of 36.2% and a term of 18 months. 
 

 Desdelsur issued its Corporate Bond Class I dollar linked for 3.6 MM under the 
Guaranteed SME regime. The rate is fixed at 0% and the term is 30 months. 

 
 John Deere Credit Compañía Financiera successfully issued its Corporate Bond Class VI 

in US$ for 18 MM with a fixed rate of 9.5% and a term of 37 months. 
 

Financial Trusts 
 

 Red Surcos launched its Financial Trust Red Surcos X. The amount is for AR$ 230 MM. 
The type of rate is Margin + BADLAR, the initial TNA is 32.56% and the Internal Rate of 
Return is 35.71%. The term of the FF is 12 months. They also launched Red Surcos XI. 
The amount is AR$ 238 MM. The rate is Margin + BADLAR. The initial Annual Nominal 
Rate is 35.38% and the Internal Rate of Return is 39.49%. The term of the Finatial Trust 
is 9 months. 
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 AGM Argentina, launched Agro Solutions DVA II Dollar Linked for US$ 4 MM. The rate 

fixed being of 3%. The internal rate of return is 101.01% and the term of 10 months. 
 

 Insumos Agroquímicos, launched Insuagro VII for US$ 3.9 MM. The rate is fixed at 3% 
over a period of 13 months. 
 

SALES, MERGERS and ACQUISITIONS (M&A) 

Global Scope  
 
 Syngenta partnered with Sound Ag to launch bio-sourced agricultural inputs in China. 

In this way, the Swiss giant continues to work on alternatives to reduce the use of 
nitrogen fertilizers, without losing crop productivity. 
 

 The Dutch company Koppert Biological Systems acquired the Brazilian group Geocom. 
The purchased company is a pioneer in Brazil in geo-processing images and is also the 
first to develop exclusive technology for the application of biological agents through 
drones. 
 

 Lonza Crop Protection and Swiss start-up Authena formed a strategic alliance. In this 
way, they will seek to create a prototype that through digital technology can improve 
the traceability and authenticity of both products and agricultural cultivars. The 
technology will be tested in Brazil. 
 

 Alphabet showed up the last “moonshot” of its laboratories. It is Mineral, a robotic 
buggy that goes through the crops, inspecting each plant individually, in this way it 
collects relevant information such as the vitamin and minerals content and compiles it 
in a database that the farmer can access to have knowledge of the nutritional 
deficiencies/excesses of the cultivar. It also has the ability to apply fertilizer, or any type 
of chemical that the plant needs. 

 
 With the advice of Verdant Partners, Cibus sold the Canola seed business to the Farmers 

Business Network. In this way, the leading Agtech Company focused on using gene 
editing technologies continues to sharpen its corporate focus. On the other hand, FBN 
will continue to develop its agricultural technology platform while continuing to work 
towards a sustainable future. 
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 Farmers Business Network announced the acquisition of Haplotech. Thus, the leading 

agricultural technology platform is left with a market leading provider of canola seed 
research and consulting services. 
 

 Louis Dreyfus Company sold 45% of its shares to ADQ, an Arab holding company. 
Although the total amount of the transaction was not specified, it transcended that a 
portion of the sale proceeds corresponding to US$ 800 MM will be invested in the 
Rotterdam-based company to support the company's long-term business plan. 
 

 Bosch and Basf established a joint venture to develop digital technologies in the 
agricultural sector. The agreement was to market and sell smart agricultural solutions 
from a single source starting with Brazil, continuing through Europe and finally the 
United States. Both companies agreed not to disclose financial details. 
 

 ADAMA acquired the majority stake in a leading company in the distribution of 
agricultural inputs in the Republic of Paraguay, FNV SA. In this way, the European 
company will continue to strengthen its commercial presence in the Latin American 
market. 
 

 Syngenta bought the Italian bio stimulant firm Valagro. The Swiss multinational did not 
specify the amount of the transaction. The purchased company, in 2019 closed the 
balance with sales income of US$ 175 MM, it will continue to operate under its original 
name. 
 

 Americold Realty Trust acquired Agro Merchants, thus expanding its logistics presence 
in Europe. The operation was for EUR 1.480 MM. With this, the acquiring company will 
seek to improve Americold's strategic position in the global market, boosting its growth 
especially in Europe, the United States, Australia and South America. 
 

 Pontifax AgTech was financed with US$ 302 MM, in this way it became one of the 
largest investment vehicles in the world in the agro-food sector. The investment was 
made mostly by institutional investors. 
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 Benson Hill, in its Series D financing round, raised US$ 150 MM. This will accelerate the 

implementation of its digital platform technology to expand partner development 
throughout the supply chain and continue to increase the commercialization of its 
products. 
 

 Arable raised US$ 20 MM to continue developing the digitization of its agricultural 
system and continue optimizing its food production system. The Series B financing 
round was carried out by Prelude Ventures, M20, AVG’s Nassau Street Ventures, among 
others. The funding will support global expansion and strengthen Arable's product 
offering trusted by organizations like Bayer, Cargill and The Nature Conservancy. 
 

 BrightFarms raised US$ 100 MM in its Series E financing round. It was led by Cox. In this 
way, the New York start-up will continue to develop its sustainable model of food 
production. 
 

 ICL signed a definitive agreement to acquire Fertiláqua, one of the leading plant 
nutrition companies in Brazil that belonged to the Aqua Capital group. The transaction 
was for US$ 120 MM. The Israeli company notified that this new acquisition will 
significantly improve its customer base and presence in the agricultural regions of Brazil, 
but also the South American continent. 
 

Local scope 

 Bamba, the digital platform focused on simplifying and streamlining Agro's financial 
solutions, issued a convertible note to continue developing its digital platform designed 
for the agricultural producer. The platform centralizes financial management and 
connects the farmer with multiple financing alternatives. 
 

 Bioceres acquired full ownership of HB4 soybeans and intellectual property rights for 
wheat from Arcadia Biosciences. The transaction was for US$ 32 MM and consisted of 
the acquisition of 94 patents and patent applications for new biotechnological events in 
wheat. 
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 Cargill bought the 30% that Ledesma kept in Glucovil, in this way the US group will be 

the sole shareholder of this wet corn milling plant that remains in Villa Mercedes, San 
Luis. The transaction was for US$ 34.5 MM. The Blaquier Arrieta family announced that 
it will use part of the money to continue reducing its debt, and another US$ 10 MM will 
be used to continue financing its investment plan. 
 

 American Meat Company, through its firm in Argentina, AMT Sud acquired the butcher 
and the Penta slaughterhouse, in Quilmes. The amounts of the transaction were not 
disclosed. As reported from the firm that owned the refrigerator, the decision was due 
to a commercial strategy. 

 
 Marfrig acquired the Argentine company Campo del Tesoro. The acquisition was for 

US$ 4.6 MM. The buyer is a Brazilian company that owns Quickfood and is a world leader 
in the hamburger market. With this new purchase, they will seek to continue growing 
in the field of beef in the country. 
 

 Allaria Ledesma y Cía closed an agreement with the brokerage Morgan, García Mansilla 
y Cía. This new agreement is a demonstration of the union between the agricultural 
business and financial businesses. In this way, the agricultural company will seek to 
become a provider of financial services for interested producers. 
 

 Capria invested US$ 1 MM in Agrofy. The investment group has one of the most 
important networks of investment in venture capital in the world. In this way, the 
agribusiness platform will be able to allocate resources that will be used to capitalize and 
accelerate its expansion plan in Brazil and in other destinations in Latin America. 
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REPORT SUMMARY 
 
The AGRIFEX Q4-2020 REPORT evidences a clear trend on the part of agricultural 

companies towards sustainability. Ledesma with its investment of US$ 10 MM for the 
production of renewable energy, Bioceres with its initiative for the production of 
construction panels with wheat stubble and Seeds Energy with its plant to produce biogas 
from seed waste are examples of this. 

 At the international scope, the Louis Dreyfus Company (LDC) transaction stands out, 
which sold 45% of its shares to the Arab Holding ADQ. This acquisition of the Abu Dhabi-
based group is in line with the emirates' strategy of acquiring food companies to solve a 
food security problem. 
 

Within the local Capital Market, the operation of Desdelsur (producer and exporter 
of specialties) stands out, with the issuance of a dollar linked Negotiable Obligation at a 0% rate 
under the Guaranteed SME regime. 

 
In line with the latest reports and powered by the global pandemic, the adoption 

and development of new technologies for agriculture continues. Locally, the Bamba platform, 
which provides financial services with an exclusive focus on agriculture, and the Agrofy 
capitalization round that is positioned as the marketplace of the sector stand out. 

 
 
 

 


